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H I G H L I G H T S

• A decomposition-based method for optimally deploying grid-balancing plants.

• Power-to-x-to-power pathways evaluated for H2, CH4, CH3OH, syngas and NH3.

• Power-to-x efficiency (53–69%) ranks as CH4>CH3OH > NH3>H2> syngas.

• X-to-power efficiency (66–80%) ranks as syngas > H2>CH4>CH3OH > NH3.

• Round-trip efficiency (38–48%) ranks as CH4> syngas > H2>CH3OH > NH3.
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A B S T R A C T

The increasing penetration of variable renewable energies poses new challenges for grid management. The
economic feasibility of grid-balancing plants may be limited by low annual operating hours if they work either
only for power generation or only for power storage. This issue might be addressed by a dual-function power
plant with power-to-x capability, which can produce electricity or store excess renewable electricity into che-
micals at different periods. Such a plant can be uniquely enabled by a solid-oxide cell stack, which can switch
between fuel cell and electrolysis with the same stack. This paper investigates the optimal conceptual design of
this type of plant, represented by power-to-x-to-power process chains with x being hydrogen, syngas, methane,
methanol and ammonia, concerning the efficiency (on a lower heating value) and power densities. The results
show that an increase in current density leads to an increased oxygen flow rate and a decreased reactant uti-
lization at the stack level for its thermal management, and an increased power density and a decreased efficiency
at the system level. The power-generation efficiency is ranked as methane (65.9%), methanol (60.2%), ammonia
(58.2%), hydrogen (58.3%), syngas (53.3%) at 0.4 A/cm2, due to the benefit of heat-to-chemical-energy con-
version by chemical reformulating and the deterioration of electrochemical performance by the dilution of
hydrogen. The power-storage efficiency is ranked as syngas (80%), hydrogen (74%), methane (72%), methanol
(68%), ammonia (66%) at 0.7 A/cm2, mainly due to the benefit of co-electrolysis and the chemical energy loss
occurring in the chemical synthesis reactions. The lost chemical energy improves plant-wise heat integration and
compensates for its adverse effect on power-storage efficiency. Combining these efficiency numbers of the two
modes results in a rank of round-trip efficiency: methane (47.5%)> syngas (43.3%) ≈ hydrogen
(42.6%)>methanol (40.7%)> ammonia (38.6%). The pool of plant designs obtained lays the basis for the
optimal deployment of this balancing technology for specific applications.
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1. Introduction

The critical challenges for future energy systems featured with the
high penetration of variable renewable energy sources call for techno-
logical innovation on (1) the efficient storage of excess renewable
power, (2) the integration of different energy grids and infrastructures
(e.g., electrical, natural gas, transport fuel), and (3) the decarboniza-
tion of transportation fuels. Several electrical storage technologies are
being actively developed, e.g., advanced batteries, super-capacitors,
flywheels, redox flow batteries, superconducting magnetic energy sto-
rage, compressed air energy storage and electrolyzers [1]. Although
some can reach a high round-trip efficiency, e.g., 80% reported for a
pumped hydroelectric storage and above 90% for lithium-ion batteries
[2], the modestly-efficient electrochemical conversion can uniquely
allow for converting excess renewable electricity to hydrogen and hy-
drogen-derived fuels, e.g., ammonia and carbonaceous fuels like me-
thane and methanol [3]. The electrolyzer-based power-to-x links the
electrical grid and the infrastructures of natural gas, transport fuels and
chemical industry [4].

Compared to the established alkaline electrolyzer and the recent
commercially-available proton exchange membrane electrolyzers, the
solid-oxide electrolyzer, working at 650–850 °C, can fundamentally
achieve low resistance and high efficiency, and is expected to reach low
capital investment costs without the use of precious and expensive
metal catalysts [5]. More importantly, the unique all-ceramic material
system allows, by nature, the same solid-oxide cell for a reversible
operation of fuel cell and electrolysis, while the alkaline and proton
exchange membrane technologies require different catalysts or active
materials for each mode [6]. Thus, the solid-oxide cell can also be called
reversible solid-oxide cell (RSOC) and enables a single RSOC-based
plant with a common stack and balance of plant to work for power
storage (PowSto) and power generation (PowGen) at different time
periods. The excess renewable electricity is stored into chemicals in the
PowSto mode, which can be either traded to other sectors or consumed
in the PowGen mode. The switch between the two modes is enabled by
changing on/off status as well as shifting the working loads of the units
in the same plant. Such RSOC-based plants with the capability of
electricity storage can provide flexibility to the power system. The re-
versible operation of the RSOC-based plants potentially enables to
considerably enhance their cost-effectiveness [7], due to an increased
annual utilization [7] and prolonged cell (stack) lifetime [8].

Solid-oxide fuel cells can operate with a range of chemicals, e. g.,
hydrogen, ammonia, syngas, methane, methanol, dimethyl ether,
formic acid and gasoline, which, principally, can be synthesized in the
PowSto mode by coupling power-to-hydrogen (steam electrolysis, SE)
or power-to-syngas (co-electrolysis of steam and CO2, CE) with existing
chemical synthesis and upgrading processes. Therefore, various process
chains (pathways) of power-to-x-to-power can be formed, e. g., power-
to-methane-to-power, which includes power-to-hydrogen-to-methane-
to-power (methane pathway via SE) and power-to-syngas-to-methane-
to-power (methane pathway via CE). However, the selection of these
pathways for practical applications depends on (1) their

thermodynamic performances and (2) the characteristics of the target
applications. This paper focuses only on the investigation of the first
point: the thermodynamic performances with the consideration of the
process chains of hydrogen, ammonia, syngas, methane and methanol.

In literature, the methane-fueled solid-oxide fuel cell systems are
the most studied, which can reach electrical efficiencies of about
55–65% on the basis of the lower heating value (LHV) [9–11]. State-of-
the-art methane-fueled commercial systems can achieve an electrical
efficiency of up to 65%1 (LHV) at 0.4 A/cm2 without anode off-gas
recirculation, which is one of the current technological trends aiming at
increasing the system efficiency. The anode off-gas recirculation can
increase the overall fuel utilization [12], reduce or even remove the
dependency of fuel reforming on the external water supply [13–18]. It
can also be applied to the systems with other chemicals. For example,
methanol-fueled systems similar to the methane-fueled can achieve an
LHV efficiency of 57% [19]. The ammonia-fueled system has been
emerging [20] after the pioneering work presented in Ref. [21], with an
electrical efficiency of 53% reported recently [22], which is almost the
same as that of the hydrogen-fueled.

The power-to-hydrogen, methane and methanol systems have been
conceptually compared considering heat cascade utilization based on
similar stack operating points [3]. Particularly, the power-to-methane
system has been studied intensively in Refs. [23,24,4], which reveal the
trade-off between the efficiency and the power density (investment
costs) with the selected designs investigated in detail in Ref. [25]. The
comparison of the SE and CE pathways highlighted that the CE ex-
tended the range of stack operation towards a low current density (e. g.,
0.3 A/cm2) with an enhanced system efficiency of over 80% (LHV)
under elevated pressure. By employing a Rankine cycle for heat re-
covery, power-to-methanol and power-to-ammonia systems could reach
efficiencies of over 65% [26] and 70% [27] (LHV), respectively, with
the integration of biomass gasification [26–28].

The interests in the RSOC systems have increased along the last
years, usually focusing on hydrogen and methane pathways
[29,7,30–32]. However, the round-trip efficiencies reported for me-
thane pathways of SE and CE differ significantly, e.g., over 70% in Refs.
[29,7] versus 55–60% in Refs. [31,33]. The key issues that do not allow
for round-trip efficiencies comparability are (1) the process concepts
are calculated with a given system layout with specifically-designed
heat exchangers and different stack operating conditions, (2) the per-
formance indicators are evaluated with different definitions and
methods, and (3) the analyses focus either on a technological aspect or
on an application aspect, leading to non-optimal situations. Moreover,
for the interest of the current work, there is a lack of references for the
RSOC system pathways of methanol or ammonia.

This paper aims at laying a common ground, from both technolo-
gical and application viewpoints, for the comparison of different RSOC
systems (i. e., systems that synthesize and use different products). A
two-step method for optimal deployment of the RSOC plants is

Nomenclature

Abbreviations

CE co-electrolysis
LHV lower heating value
MILP Mixed-integer linear programming
PowSto power storage
PowGen power generation
RSOC reversible solid-oxide cell
SE steam electrolysis

Mathematical symbols

E ̇ energy flow
Ẇ work flow
η efficiency

Subscripts

i mode
elec electrical
rt round-trip

1 https://www.solidpower.com/en/bluegen/.
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proposed with (1) a first complete screening of trade-off plant designs
and (2) a subsequent optimal matching of selected plant designs for a
specific application. The paper focuses on the first step: the optimal
screening of plant design with respect to different objectives, which
affect their investment and operating costs. The second step will be
published in a follow-up paper.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the concepts of the
process chains are introduced with the system boundaries described.
Then, in Section 3, the methodology for the optimal deployment of such
RSOC plants is proposed with the application-independent screening of
plant designs, which is performed via a well-established multi-objective
optimization method for the conceptual plant design. Then, the opti-
mization results of all process chains are compared and discussed in
Section 4 with a detailed exemplary analysis of the ammonia process
chain. The conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Process chains and system boundary

Considering the SE and CE options for power-to-x, seven process
chains can be formed for the five chemicals (hydrogen, ammonia, me-
thane, methanol and syngas):

1. Hydrogen pathway via SE: power-to-hydrogen-to-power
2. Ammonia pathway via SE: power-to-hydrogen-to-ammonia-to-

power
3. Syngas pathway via CE: power-to-syngas-to-power
4. Methane pathway via SE: power-to-hydrogen-to-methane-to-power
5. Methane pathway via CE: power-to-syngas-to-methane-to-power
6. Methanol pathway via SE: power-to-hydrogen-to-methanol-to-

power
7. Methanol pathway via CE: power-to-syngas-to-methanol-to-power

These process chains can be schematically represented by Fig. 1
with detailed flowcharts for both modes given in the supplementary
data.

The stacks are operated with pure oxygen to avoid energy-intensive
gas separation, which allows for efficient carbon or nitrogen manage-
ment: The CO2 and N2 produced in the PowGen mode should be cap-
tured in high purity for the chemical synthesis in the PowSto mode. The
capture is best enabled by the oxy-combustion of the off-gas by using
the oxygen produced in the PowSto mode.

The management of the storage tanks depends on the applications
and does not affect the thermodynamic performance of each mode. To
ensure continuous operation, if there is a lack of chemicals to feed to
one mode, the tanks will be considered to be filled by chemicals from
the market; while if the tanks are full, the excess chemicals produced
will be considered to be sold to the market.

The key system boundaries of both modes are the thermodynamic
states of the interconnecting material flows, i. e., the temperatures,
pressures and compositions of the chemicals flowing into and from the
storage tanks. Thus, the power consumed to pressurize the chemicals
for storage is considered within the boundaries of each mode. For the
CE option, the syngas compositions are adjusted automatically fol-
lowing the procedure introduced in Ref. [24] to ensure a molar modular
number − +(H CO )/(CO CO )2 2 2 of 3 for the methane synthesis and the
syngas pathway, and 2 for the methanol synthesis.

3. Methodology and specifications

3.1. Decomposition-based approach for optimal plant deployment

The deployment of a specifically-designed energy storage tech-
nology in a concrete application, i. e., to balance a specific profile of net
electricity load, is usually optimized by solving a mixed-integer linear
programming problem for its optimal sizing and scheduling, as de-
scribed in, e.g., Ref. [34]. Additional complexity is added when aiming

at optimizing the design of the technology as well for the considered
application. A straightforward iterative method, outlined in Fig. 2a, is
to couple the optimal plant design with the optimal sizing and sche-
duling. However, the optimal design of a single SOC system can be too
time-consuming (up to days) due to heat integration and model com-
plexity [35,23,4,3], making such coupling hardly be applicable when
involving a number of process chains and applications.

A general decomposition-based method originally proposed in this
paper (Fig. 2b) suggests the de-coupling of the optimal plant design
from the optimal sizing and scheduling. Such de-coupling is proposed
on the basis that the thermodynamic performances of the dual-mode
plant, e.g., system efficiency and power density of each mode, do not
depend on the applications. This allows for generating an application-
free pool (database) of the optimal plant design in one single optimi-
zation run. A set of the selected Pareto designs from the pool, which are
featured with distinct thermodynamic performances, are then fed into
the optimal sizing and scheduling step to identify the best-matching
plant design as well as its size and schedule. Thus, the time-consuming
optimal plant design step runs only once for each process chain to
create the design pools, which facilitates the optimal matching of plant
design with different applications.

The work presented here focuses on the step of the optimal plant
design to create high-quality Pareto fronts with multiple design alter-
natives, highlighted by the red boxes in Fig. 2b.

3.2. Approach of optimal conceptual plant design

The optimal plant design named here remains at the level of con-
ceptual design without a detailed design of the heat exchanger network.
The target is to fast screen the plant designs by estimating their best
thermodynamic performances considering heat integration. The con-
ceptual plant design lays the basis for designing a detailed p&id.

The iterative optimization procedure applied intensively to various
power-to-x systems [23,3,24,4] is extended in this work to consider the
PowGen and PowSto modes simultaneously. As aforementioned, the
switch of the two modes is enabled by changing the operation of the
units in the same plant. It is assumed that the thermodynamic perfor-
mances of the two modes are well estimated by simulating separate
PowGen and PowSto flowsheets.

The iteration starts with the generation of design candidates, re-
presented by technical specifications of the technologies considered.
The flowsheets for each mode are simulated to obtain the energy and
mass flows for heat integration as well as other necessary information
to evaluate the performance indicators. The heat and mass flows are
further structured as the input data of a unified mixed-integer linear
programming (MILP) problem for multi-time heat/mass integration
with utility selection and sizing. The solution of the MILP problem
provides the sizes of all chosen technologies and utilities with classical

Fig. 1. The general schematic and system boundaries of the process chains.
Detailed process flowcharts and descriptions are given in the supplementary
data. The storage conditions are 200 bar and 30 °C for oxygen (pure), 60 bar
and 30 °C for carbon dioxide (pure), 350 bar and 30 °C for hydrogen, 200 bar
and 30 °C for nitrogen, 200 bar and 30 °C for ammonia (99 vol.%), 240 bar and
40 °C for methane (98 vol.%), and 1 bar and 40 °C for liquid water-methanol
mixture (around 60 vol.% methanol with no further upgrading considered).
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hot–cold and grand composite tables, which can be graphically dis-
played to illustrate the cascade utilization of heat. Then, user-defined
post-compute scripts are called to check the violation of practical
constraints and to compute the objective functions considered. With
multiple objective functions involved, queuing multi-objective opti-
mizer serving as the master program manipulates the MILP problem as
the slave program and controls the iteration. The high-quality cluster of
Pareto-optimal designs obtained can reveal the trade-offs between dif-
ferent objective functions.

3.3. Practical constraints

Three practical constraints are considered for the conceptual plant
design, as shown in Fig. 3:

• A maximum temperature gradient of the stack of 120 °C (con-
sidering no heat losses). The practical operation limits the tem-
perature difference between the stack outlet and inlet below 80–100
°C [36], while the stack outlet temperature can be increased by
20–30 °C without heat losses, as experienced in the stack simula-
tions for designing a pilot plant [37].

• Product purity

• Carbon deposition: After each process simulation, the chemical and
phase equilibrium calculation will be performed via Cantera [38] for
all the streams to detect carbon deposited in forms of graphite and
diamond.

If these constraints are violated, specific penalties will be added to
the objective functions.

3.4. Objective functions

Three objective functions are involved:

3.4.1. Round-trip (energy) efficiency
It is defined as
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where the EṖowSto
fuel is the energy stored in the chemical produced in the

PowSto mode, while the EṖowGen
fuel is the energy supplied by the chemical

consumed in the PowGen mode. Both can be expressed in terms of
lower heating value (LHV) or higher heating value (HHV), represented
by i. The total electricity consumed in the PowSto mode (ẆPowSto

elec,tot) is
from the stacks, compressors, fans, pumps and electrical heaters (if
needed). The net electricity produced in the PowGen mode (E ̇ i

PowGen
fuel, )

considers the consumption of the compressors, fans, pumps and elec-
trical heaters (if needed).

Fig. 2. Overall optimization methodology: (a) the traditional method, (b) the decomposition-based method.

Fig. 3. Approach of optimal conceptual plant design.
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3.4.2. PowGen power density
It is calculated by levelizing the net power (electricity) produced by

the PowGen mode with the total active cell area (W/cm2).

3.4.3. PowSto power density
It is calculated by levelizing the total power (electricity) consumed

by the PowSto mode with the total active cell area (W/cm2).
The round-trip efficiency calculated here is the maximum one

considering ideal heat integration without heat losses and DC/AC
converter losses, which can account for up to 5–10 percentage points, as
investigated in our previous paper [24].

3.5. Models and decision variables

Equilibrium-based thermodynamic models are sufficient for this
paper. The quasi-2D electrolyzer model presented in Refs. [24,23] has
been extended and further calibrated for the fuel cell mode. The elec-
trode-supported plate cell stack operated at the atmospheric pressure is
considered with a fixed inlet temperature of 680 °C. The operating
variables of the stack are listed in Table 1, which are common for all
process chains. Based on practical experiences, the oxygen inlet flow
rate is limited to 50 sccm/cm2 (standard cubic centimeter per minute
per square centimeter) for the electrolysis mode and 80 sccm/cm2 for
the fuel cell mode.

The chemical synthesis processes in the PowSto mode are given in
the supplementary data based on Refs. [3,28] for the methane and
methanol synthesis, and Ref. [27,39] for the ammonia synthesis (Ha-
ber–Bosch process). For the PowGen mode, the chemicals can be re-
formed (cracked) internally in the stack or externally in a separate re-
actor; however, in this paper, internal carbonaceous-fuel reforming is
only considered possible for methane, and an external reactor is con-
sidered for methanol and ammonia. The related decision variables and
specifications of the chemical reactors are listed in Table 2.

Utilities are needed to close the energy balance of both modes. For
hot utility, only electrical heating is considered; while lake, river and a
refrigeration cycle with a coefficient of performance of 2.7 are con-
sidered as possible cold utilities.

4. Results and discussion

The detailed discussion of all process chains is presented in the
supplementary data. Note that carbon deposition is detected in all si-
mulations of the PowSto mode of the methanol pathway via CE, in
which the critical stream is the syngas (modular number of 3) entering
the methanol synthesis reactor at 260 °C and 70 bar. Therefore, this
process chain is not further discussed.

Below, the ammonia process chain is first taken as an example to
illustrate the typical findings. Then, the performances of all process
chains are compared intensively in terms of efficiency (based on the

LHV), heat integration and power density.

4.1. The ammonia process chain

The trade-offs between the objective functions of the conceptual
designs are given in Fig. 4a. An increase in the round-trip efficiency is
followed by a decrease in the power densities (both PowGen and
PowSto). The round-trip efficiency falls within the range of 27–43%
with power densities of 0.19–0.36 W/cm2 (PowGen) and 0.30–0.90 W/
cm2 (PowSto). The efficiency breakdown in Fig. 4b shows that the
PowGen efficiency varies in a larger range (42–63%) than the PowSto
efficiency (61–69%). The latter is higher mainly due to the better plant-
wise heat integration, discussed below in Section 4.2.

The trends of key influential variables leading to such trade-off are
presented in Fig. 5. The current density is a dominating factor of effi-
ciency and power density. As known fundamentally, the increase in
current density enlarges the power density but leads to increased
overpotentials, thus a reduced efficiency (Fig. 5a). The variation of the
overpotential affects the heat released inside the stack and thus the
stack temperature, which is mainly controlled by the oxygen-side flow,
the utilization factor and chemical reactions occurring in the stack (as
intensively discussed by the authors in Ref. [23,24]). Therefore, for
both modes, the increase in current density (overpotential) leads to an
increase in the oxygen-side flow rate (Fig. 5b) decrease in the reactant
utilization (Fig. 5c), to carry additional heat out of the stack. The stack’s
thermal management ability determines the feasible range of current
density. Considering the specifications in Table 1, the current density
reaches the maximum (0.55 A/cm2 for PowGen and 0.90 A/cm2 for
PowSto), at which the oxygen inlet flow rates reach their upper bounds.
A further increase in the current density leads to the stack outlet tem-
perature beyond 820 °C, not feasible for practical operation.

Table 1
Design (operating) variables or specifications of the stack, common for all process chains.

Mode Variables or parameters Lower bound Upper bound Fixed value

Common Pressure, bar 1.2
Inlet temperature, °C 680

Outlet temperature a, °C 650 820
Single-pass reactant utilization factor, % 50 90

Recirculation temperature, °C 200

Electrolyzer mode Current density, A/cm2 0.2 1.1
Oxygen inlet flow rate, sccm/cm2 0 50

Fuel cell mode Current density, A/cm2 0.2 0.6
Oxygen inlet flow rate, sccm/cm2 Fmin

b 80

a Dependent variable, calculated by the stack model.
b Determined by the maximum oxygen utilization of 30%.

Table 2
Design (operating) variables and specifications of chemical processingand
synthesis processes.

Variables or parameters Lower
bound

Upper
bound

Fixed value

Methane/methanol reforming
temperature, °C

200 650 –

Steam-methane ratio of methane
reforming, –

2.0 5.0 –

Methanation pressure, bar 1.1 30 –
Methanation temperature, °C – – 290

Steam-methanol ratio of methanol
reforming, –

1.0 5.0 –

Methanolization pressure, bar – – 70
Methanolization temperature, °C – – 260

Ammonia cracking temperature, °C 700 850 –
Ammonia synthesis pressure, bar – – 200

Ammonia synthesis temperature, °C Three stages (495, 473 and 430 °C)
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For a given current density, the reactant utilization should be kept
the highest possible if the stack’s thermal management is sufficient. For
the PowSto mode, with an increase in current density, the highest-
possible utilization factor decreases down to its lower bound (50%) to
enable additional stack cooling by the unconverted reactants (Fig. 5b).
This is the same for all process chains (see supplementary data).

For the PowGen mode, the utilization factor is reduced down to
70%, while for all remaining process chains it is clustered at its upper
bound (90%, see supplementary data). The heat resulted from the
overpotential of the hydrogen case can be fully managed by the oxygen
flow. However, for the ammonia and carbonaceous-chemical cases, the
overpotential is increased due to, e.g., reactant dilution, which asks for
additional stack cooling ability. This task is best handled by the en-
dothermic reactions occurring in the stack (internal reforming or re-
verse water–gas shift) for the carbonaceous-chemical pathways; while
for the ammonia case in this paper, it can only be taken by the reduc-
tion of utilization factor. In reality with internal ammonia cracking, the
utilization factor is also expected to stay at its upper bound.

4.2. Performance comparison

The efficiency of RSOC-based systems is the result of the interac-
tions of electrochemical reactions, thermochemical reactions, and
plant-wise heat integration, which are intensively discussed below with
the comparison of efficiencies in Fig. 6 and heat integration in Fig. 7.

4.2.1. Power generation efficiency
As shown in Fig. 6a, the PowGen efficiency falls within the range of

51–60% for the hydrogen pathway, 42–63% for the ammonia pathway,
47–58% for the syngas pathway, 57–71% for the methane pathway, and
54–64% for the methanol pathway. The difference can be well under-
stood from the PowGen efficiency formula in Eq. 1 in terms of the net
power output and the chemical energy input.

Compared to the hydrogen pathway, at the same current density,
the stack and net power outputs are reduced by using ammonia and
carbonaceous chemicals, since the electrochemical reaction is worsened
due to the dilution introduced by chemical processing. This is reflected
by a drop of cell voltage with H2/N2 or syngas mixture: at 0.4 A/cm2,
0.859 V (hydrogen), 0.837 V (syngas), 0.826 V (methane-derived
syngas, over 80% externally reformed), 0.815 V (methanol-derived
syngas, fully externally reformed) and 0.813 V (ammonia-derived
mixture, fully externally cracked).

Compared to the hydrogen pathway, at the same current density,
the chemical energy input is also reduced by using ammonia and car-
bonaceous chemicals, whose processing fundamentally enhances the
fuel quality by endothermic thermochemical reactions:

+ → + ° =HCH (g) 2H O(l) CO (g) 4H (g), Δ (25 C) 253 kJ/mol4 2 2 2 (2)

+ → + ° =HCH OH(g) H O(l) CO (g) 3H (g), Δ (25 C) 131 kJ/mol3 2 2 2

(3)

→ + ° =H2NH (g) N (g) 3H (g), Δ (25 C) 92 kJ/mol3 2 2 (4)

Fig. 4. Trade-off designs and efficiency breakdown of the ammonia process chain.

Fig. 5. Key stack operating variables for the ammonia process chain.
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Therefore, the hydrogen produced has higher chemical energy than the
raw chemicals. To produce 244 kJ hydrogen (1 mol) via Eq. 2–4, only
212 kJ from ammonia (2/3 mol), 201 kJ from methane (1/4 mol) and
213 kJ from methanol (1/3 mol) are needed, respectively, with the heat
demand of 31 kJ, 63 kJ and 44 kJ. This heat requirement can be fully
satisfied by the plant-wise heat integration, since the overall PowGen
modes of all process chains are strongly exothermic (Fig. 7a), due to the
limit of practical reactant utilization. In general, the more heat re-
covered by the chemical processing, the less heat will be dissipated into
the environment and the higher efficiency will be. The PowGen effi-
ciency of the syngas pathway, however, does not benefit from such
chemical processing.

In conclusion, compared to the hydrogen case, the deterioration of
the electrochemical performance of ammonia and carbonaceous che-
micals is overwhelming by the benefit of chemical processing coupling
with heat integration; however, the ammonia case has to lower its re-
actant utilization (Fig. 5c) for a feasible design point. This results in the
efficiency rank at the same current density: methane > methanol >
ammonia > hydrogen. The use of syngas as a raw fuel leads to a lower
efficiency than the hydrogen case, due to an apparent drop in cell
voltage but only a limited gain from heat integration.

4.2.2. Power storage efficiency
As shown in Fig. 6b, the PowSto efficiency falls within the range of

71–76% for the hydrogen pathway, 61–69% for the ammonia pathway,
75–81% for the syngas pathway, 64–79% for the methane pathway, and
62–71% for the methanol pathway. The performances of the hydrogen,

methane and methanol cases have been intensively discussed in Ref.
[3]. In general, the efficiency depends mainly on the chemical synthesis
reaction and plant-wise heat integration. The exothermic synthesis re-
actions dissipate a part of the chemical energy of hydrogen into heat
and thus less chemical energy is stored in the form of the final product.
For 244 kJ hydrogen (1 mol), the chemical energy stored is 212 kJ into
ammonia (2/3 mol), 201 kJ into methane (1/4 mol) and 213 kJ into
methanol (1/3 mol), respectively.

As illustrated in Fig. 7b, the heat-integration bottleneck is the steam
generation. If the process heat of e.g. hydrogen and syngas cases is not
sufficient for steam generation, electrical heating will be used and
harms the efficiency. The syngas case employs co-electrolysis and re-
quires less steam due to the presence of water–gas shift reaction in the
stack, thus realizing a higher PowSto efficiency. However, the increased
share of electrical heating in the total electricity consumption at a low
current density can go up to 15% (Fig. 35 in the supplementary data),
which results in the narrow ranges of their PowSto efficiencies. For the
methane and methanol cases, a part of the chemical energy lost is
compensated by the significantly improved heat integration: The elec-
trical heating needed by the hydrogen and syngas cases is largely re-
duced by the exothermic methanolization reaction and even removed
by the strongly-exothermic methanation reaction (Fig. 7b). Therefore,
the syngas and hydrogen efficiencies are followed by those of the me-
thane and methanol cases. The ammonia case shows the lowest PowSto
efficiency, although (1) the ammonia synthesis only leads to a loss of
chemical energy of hydrogen similar to the methane-SE case, (2) elec-
trical heating needed is limited due to the enhanced heat integration.

Fig. 6. Efficiency comparison of the process chains with the stack working at atmospheric pressure. The heat and inverter losses can lead to an efficiency drop of up to
5–10 percentage points [24]. Note that the system efficiency of the PowSto mode of the hydrogen case is reported lower than commonly mentioned by the industry,
since the industrial applications usually employ waste heat from external processes for steam generation and thus need less electrical heating.

Fig. 7. Heat integration comparison with the stack working at atmospheric pressure.
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The major reason is the high electricity consumption of hydrogen
compression for ammonia synthesis (200 bar), which can account for
7–8% of the total electricity consumption. Consequently, the rank of the
PowSto efficiency becomes: syngas > hydrogen > methane >
methanol > ammonia.

4.2.3. Round-trip efficiency
Theoretically, any two design points of the PowGen and PowSto

modes could be combined to form a design point of the RSOC system,
given that a common balance of plant can be realized practically. Thus,
with the separate PowGen and PowSto efficiencies discussed above, the
rank of the round-trip efficiencies of all process chains can be well
understood: methane (37–54%)> syngas (36–47%) ≈ hydrogen
(37–45%)>methanol (34–45%)> ammonia (27–43%). For the design
point with 0.4 A/cm2 for the PowGen mode and 0.7 A/cm2 for the
PowSto mode, the round-trip efficiency is ranked as methane (47.5%),
hydrogen (43.3%), syngas (42.6%), methanol (40.7%) and ammonia
(38.6%).

4.2.4. Power density
The power supply and demand of the RSOC systems define their

interactions with the electrical grid. The power-density comparison of
all process chains is given in Fig. 36 in the supplementary data. The
PowGen power density, defined in Section 3.4, depends only on the
stack power output and thus the cell voltage. For a practical range of
the nominal current density (0.3–0.4 A/cm2), the hydrogen pathway
achieves the highest power density (0.25–0.33 W/cm2). Due to reactant
dilution, the power density is reduced when using carbonaceous che-
micals (0.23–0.31 W/cm2) and ammonia (0.22–0.29 W/cm2).

The PowSto power density, defined in Section 3.4, depends on the
electricity demand of the stack, gas compression and electrical heating.
Due to the large need of electrical heating, the hydrogen and syngas
cases reach a similar power density level (0.88–0.90 W/cm2 at 0.7 A/
cm2). The reduction of electrical heating of the carbonaceous chemicals
and ammonia results in a lower power density within the range of
0.70–0.73 W/cm2 at 0.7 A/cm2.

5. Conclusions

Reversible solid-oxide systems are the key enablers to increase the
penetration of variable renewable energy, and to allow for flexible
coupling of different sectors as well as the decarbonization of transport
fuels and chemical industry. A generic two-stage method for the op-
timal deployment of such reversible systems has been proposed by
decomposing (1) optimal conceptual plant design and (2) optimal plant
design selection and scheduling. This paper focuses on the optimal
conceptual design of the dual-mode plants, which systematically
screens the design of the process chains of hydrogen, methane, me-
thanol, ammonia and syngas by varying the key operating variables of
the stack and chemical reactors to create a pool of plant designs. The
trade-offs between the round-trip efficiency and power densities are
discussed and compared for all process chains based on an electrode-
supported cell stack technology. Major conclusions with the efficiency
based on a lower heating value are.

• The increase in the current density of either power-generation or
-storage mode leads to a decrease in efficiency and an increase in
power density of the system. For a given current density, the
oxygen-side flow rate, utilization factor and internal thermo-
chemical reactions are coordinated to achieve the highest efficiency
with a feasible stack thermal management. In general, the increased
current density calls for an increased oxygen flow rate and a de-
creased reactant utilization (not needed for the power generation
mode).

• The power generation efficiency is ranked as methane
(65.9–68.7%), methanol (60.2–62.4%), ammonia (58.2–61.5%),

hydrogen (58.3–59.5%), syngas (53.3–55.2%) at 0.4–0.3 A/cm2,
due to the interaction of electrochemical and thermochemical re-
actions. The electrochemical performance is worsened by the dilu-
tion of hydrogen; however, the chemical-to-hydrogen reformulation
recovers process heat into the chemical energy of hydrogen, thus
enhancing heat integration and mode efficiency.

• The power storage efficiency is ranked as syngas (80%), hydrogen
(74%), methane (72%), methanol (68%), ammonia (66%) at 0.7 A/
cm2, due to the interaction of chemical synthesis reaction and plant-
wise heat integration. The electrical heating used in the hydrogen
and syngas cases for the steam generation can be significantly re-
duced or even avoided by the heat released from the synthesis re-
actions, thus the chemical-energy loss in the synthesis reactions is
largely compensated.

• The round-trip efficiency is ranked as methane (47.5%)> syngas
(43.3%) ≈ hydrogen (42.6%)>methanol (40.7%)> ammonia
(38.6%) at 0.4 A/cm2 (power generation) and 0.7 A/cm2 (power
storage). The power generation power density achieves
0.22–0.33 W/cm2 with hydrogen > carbonaceous chemicals >
ammonia; while the power storage power density reaches

0.70–0.90 W/cm2 with hydrogen ≈ syngas > other carbonaceous
chemicals and ammonia.
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